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If you don’t measure it, you won’t sustain it …



The Paradox
Our economies grow 

only by getting

people to consume 
beyond their needs



Yet by stimulating 
the economic 
demand of our 

expanding 
populations

we overuse the planet’s 
fixed amount of 

non-renewable 

resources 



…and do not 
adequately 


replenish Earth’s

renewable resources


As a consequence…



money 
is 

being  
produced 

faster 
than  

nature 
can 

generate 
real 

wealth



Creating renewable resources is challenging!


But this is the relatively easy part —

Regeneration  
Is Not Enough



Far more difficult is for civilization

to ensure a stable supply of 

non-renewable resources 


for present and future populations



Most  Our Planet Consists Mainly of Non-Renewable Resources



Non-Renewables
• the elements

• the area of physical land

• rocks

• minerals

• hydrocarbons

• drained aquifers

• technological hardware

• buildings

• inorganic energy

• atmosphere

• ozone layer

• stratosphere

 Most non-renewable resources 

cannot be replaced or substituted for by renewables



A REVIEW OF OLD-FASHIONED 

Supply and Demand



Supply and Demand

   Supply from Nature:            Demand on Nature:            

   Resources Thresholds          Population Allocations


    


Why doesn’t market value measure                              
the throughput of energy and matter?



Use Value & 
Exchange Value

cardinal principles of economics


Aristotle

Adam Smith


Karl Marx

Karl Polanyi



3 Laws of Thermodynamics

     1) Law of Conservation 
           of Mass & Energy                          
           Energy cannot be                            
         created or destroyed                   
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Use Value 
C-M-C’

the goal of seeking a needed Commodity (C) 


through the exchange of Money (M)

 


which results in the acquisition or consumption 
of the Commodity (C’)



3 Laws of Thermodynamics

     1)  Mass & Energy                             2) Entropy 
Energy cannot be                        All systems seek       
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3 Laws of Thermodynamics
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Exchange Value M’            
is an


 inverse measure of Entropy



Exchange Value 
M-C-M’

M is an initial investment of Money  

C is the Commodity in which it is invested for production or trade  

    M’ is the return of the Money plus an increase in its value 

through the profit gained from the sale of this commodity



3 Laws of Thermodynamics
        1) Law of Conservation 
             of Mass & Energy                        2) Law of Entropy 

Energy cannot be                        All systems seek         
created or destroyed                    to be in equilibrium 

       as physical wealth increases, ecological debt increases 
           
   Material efficiency                             Loss of resilience 

   Increased productivity                  System degradation 
   



Historical Survey of  
 Exchange Value M’

Karl Marx


Progressive & Keynesian Era 


Phillips Curve



M’ 
Marx’s Surplus Value

the amount raised through sale of the product minus 
the cost of the materials, plant and labor power



the amount charged on top of the principal

by a lender for the use of assets

M’ 
Interest Rates



Keynes
         Fiscal and Monetary     Aggregate 

                      Supply               Demand    

        

M’



Keynes
                          

                     Inflation           Unemployment

M’



Phillips Curve
               Wage Inflation        Unemployment

                                        


           

Adjust inflation through interest rates

M’



Monetary System 
Failure

70s and 80s - High Inflation and High Unemployment


        2010s - Low inflation and Low unemployment


Why?





Nixon Shock 
August 15, 1971

To tame inflation in the United States, 

 President Richard Nixon replaced the world’s 


Bretton Woods monetary system of 

fixed exchange rates and gold-based currencies


with a defacto system of 

variable exchange rates and floating currencies



The breaching of Earth’s biocapacity 

by population demand for resources in 1969-70 


resulted in the deregulation of 

the international monetary system in 1971



Phillips Curve
   (Resource                                                                    (Population

   Thresholds)                                                     Allocations)


                        Inflation          Unemployment


                                     


Central banks can no longer 
adjust inflation through interest rates



Market value is a poor 
proxy for the real wealth


 of the environment
Inflation is an increase in the rate of the circulation of 
money to adjust for a decline in the flow of energy


Unemployment is a measure of ecologically 
unsustainable consumption by the wealthy class



       Natural Resource         Market costs to               

                         Prices         the Population

               


                           M’ = Value-Added 

from extraction, production, commerce & investment 


to distribution, consumption and waste 

M’ 
Supply-Side Economics



Instead of
                  Resource            Population 

                 Thresholds          Allocations


Value-Added  
does not ‘adjust’ for Entropy



Supply-Side Economics

“Supply creates its own demand” 

Production more important than Distribution 

Value extracted from both Nature and Human Labor 

All a misaligned adjustment for ENTROPY

M’



      we drain energy               & dump waste back

      from our ecosystems       into our ecosystems

      (depleted forests,             (masses of garbage,

      collapsed fisheries,          chemical toxins,

      eroded soils)                    carbon dioxide)


 


without returning a net energy gain

to these ecosystems

Economy of Thermodynamics



Extracting 
negative 

 net-energy 
resources
means that our 

economic debt will 
continue to be paid by 
borrowing from nature


while rationalizing that it 
never has to be repaid



M’ 
What Has Supply-Side 
Economics Created?
Widespread demand that exceeds ecosystem renewal,  

creating deep losses in biodiversity and habitat 

Transfer of value from the world’s fossil fuels, forests, soils, trees, 
fresh water, minerals and human labour 

into the capital which accumulates in private hands 

85% of the world’s people living in places that use more resources  
than their ecosystems can renew 



M’ 
What Has Supply-Side 
Economics Created?

$300 tn in wealth now being extracted from Earth’s  
biophysical equity just to pay the world’s debt



Without a 
feedback loop 

between money 
and ecology

market value is

a measure of how 

indebted human beings 
are to the natural world



We 
are  

using 
up 

resource 
equity 

without  
restoring 

it



    

 


                  Entropy


Syntropy 

Syntropy can’t replace or adjust for Entropy

Economy of Thermodynamics



1) Energy                                      2) Entropy 
                                                                 Proponents of M’ 

                          minimize the thermodynamics            

                              of biological regeneration 


       

3) Syntropy

 Proponents of Regeneration


minimize the thermodynamics of physics and chemistry

in creating material resilience and self-sufficiency                

Polarization in Science and Economics



Regeneration  
Is Not Enough

It does not ensure a supply of scarce

 non-renewable resources  

for present or future populations




Biological Life Is Rare  
in the Universe

Replenishing renewable resources 

and conserving non-renewable resources 

are two different forms of value creation



We need a system 
of value that is


parallel 

with M’   

(exchange value) 

to balance the material 
supply and demand 


of people today with the 
material supply and 
demand of people in 

future years



                             Resource               Population 

                  Thresholds             Allocations


     Require a Thermodynamic Measure of Value

Revaluation



1) Carrying Capacity
potential resources available 

population 

Land planners, policy makers and regenerative communities 
determine their bioregion’s self-sufficiency



2) Distributed Value

_____carrying capacity_____

actual resource distribution 

becomes the goal of a Distributed Labor Movement

which develops Trusts and Cooperatives                        


 by creating measures for meeting all basic human needs



3) Cap and Lease
withdrawal of non-renewable resources 

conservation of non-renewable resources  
   

local, regional, national trusts 


   1) cap resource extraction and use of commons (though appropriation)


   2) save a % of commons for future generations (through preservation)


   3) lease each commons to present generations (for access and use)



Cap and Lease 
generates sufficient 
resource production 
and distribution to 
meet the needs of 

people in the present

and creates 

commons reserves


 to address the needs 

of future generations



By keeping them locked away for the future, 

reserve assets become the basis for 


a non-entropic standard of value


and a means for developing 

a new system of value through 


a cap and lease index and purchasing capacity



4) Purchasing Capacity

cap and lease index / distributive value 
human population 

  
This not only provides fair wages, social credits  

or basic income to meet our needs today 

It also measures how wealth may be distributed in 
society according to the amount of goods and services 

that we can purchase with a unit of currency  
progressively into the future



Not Value-Added

Value Replenished


Leasing fees on the production and use

 of the commons go directly back into their 

restoration and management


and provide financial stipends to people

in line with their purchasing capacity



                      
 MEASURING THE VALUE  

OUTSIDE OF THE ENTROPIC ECONOMY



3 Laws of Thermodynamics
1) Energy                                      2) Entropy 

Energy cannot be                         All systems seek         
created or destroyed                     to be in equilibrium 

                 USE VALUE                             EXCHANGE VALUE 
                                                                          M’ 

3) Syntropy 
No system can be 

without energy 

CARRYING CAPACITY, DISTRIBUTIVE VALUE,                          
CAP AND LEASE INDEX & PURCHASING CAPACITY

A System of Value Distinct from Entropy
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